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Inflation persistence in Poland – a disaggregated approach
1. Introduction
Persistence is a feature of time series denoting inertia, i.e. continuance of a
phenomenon after its cause has ceased to exist. In the case of inflation, inertia manifests itself
in a slow reversion to equilibrium after a shock. Although it is commonly believed that
inflation exhibits some persistence, the clear-cut identification of its sources proves to be
difficult. Fuhrer (2009) defines two of them, namely, persistence “inherited” (“extrinsic”)
from inertia of production processes and “intrinsic” persistence resulting from the process of
price-setting and expectation formation.
The reasons for changes in inflation persistence include (Berben et al. 2005,
Westelius, 2005, Fuhrer, 2009) adoption of direct inflation targeting by a central bank,
increase in central bank credibility and modification of the method of formulating inflation
expectations, changes in the persistence of labour market variables (wages or natural
unemployment rate) and changes in macroeconomic price-setting processes. Lower inflation
inertia results in a shorter, albeit stronger, impact of shocks on inflation and lower costs of
disinflation with respect to economic growth (Fuhrer and Moore, 1995; Cechetti and Debelle,
2005).
The article attempts to estimate the degree of inflation persistence in Poland and its
dynamics using several competing methods. Two research hypotheses have been put forward.
The first claims that the analysed period (from January 1999 to July 2012) saw a decline in
the persistence of inflation indices, as measured using non-structural time series models. This
may have been caused by anchoring inflation expectations due to the introduction of direct
inflation targeting (DIT) strategy by the National Bank of Poland.
The latter hypothesis focuses on disaggregated indicators and claims that individual
inflation components differ in terms of persistence. Such heterogeneity may stem from the
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differences in price-setting in individual sectors of the economy and in the cost structure of
various goods (cf. macroeconomic research by Dhyne et al., 2006).
Due to potential differences in price-setting mechanisms between sectors, we
compared the level of and the change in persistence of CPI and its main components, i.e. CPI,
inflation net of food and energy prices, food and non-alcoholic beverages, energy, goods,
services, processed food, unprocessed food, inflation net of administered prices, administered
prices, administered services and administered energy.
The study begins with the stationarity analysis of disaggregated inflation series, which
gives a first insight in the character of shock persistence. In the next step we estimated the
parameters in the univariate autoregressive models for every series, using a rolling sample
over 9-year estimation windows. The results were used to calculate three standard measures
of persistence, namely: the sum of parameters, the largest autoregressive root and half-life
(Marques, 2004, Pivetta, Reis 2007, Fuhrer, 2009, Altissimo et al., 2006 and 2009).
In the second part of the study we analysed the persistence of inflation series taking
into account the possibility of fractional integration (Baillie, 1996, Kwiatkowski, 1999a).
Such perspective allows to examine more flexible patterns of shock responses, in particular
long memory or non-stationarity with non-permanent but very slowly vanishing shocks. In
order to determine the order of integration of inflation series in Poland and the resulting
persistence, memory parameters, d, were estimated using the GPH and Whittle methods. This
was made using both the entire sample and rolling samples – in order to examine their
changes . Then, the impulse response functions for the AR models and models with fractional
integration (ARFIMA(0,d,0)) were estimated in order to compare the persistence resulting
from these two modelling approaches. Finally, the tests were performed to verify the
hypothesis of fractional integration in the Polish inflation series against the alternative
specification.

2. Literature review
Inflation persistence is often analysed in empirical studies using aggregate price
indices, either CPI or various deflators, including core inflation (often defined as a
subcomponent of inflation). However, it seems that deeper analysis of inflation subaggregates in this context, allowing for heterogeneity in the price formation among individual
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sectors, may lead to a better understanding of the inflation process and the transmission of
monetary impulses. The assessment of persistence diversity for individual groups of prices
helps to identify the components which contribute to the persistence in the overall inflation
index. It also allows to verify the hypothesis of the positive impact of aggregation on the
persistence of overall inflation (i.e. average persistence of overall inflation in the economy
may be higher than the persistence of its components, the so-called “aggregation effect”
confirmed by Altissimo et al., 2009 for the euro area).
Due to the differences in the degree of inflation persistence in the countries forming
monetary union, their reaction to a common monetary policy may vary (see Report on full
membership of the Republic of Poland in the third stage of the Economic and Monetary
Union, 2009). A similar effect may occur in case of significant differences in the persistence
across sectors. While analysing the grounds for establishing measures of core inflation by
excluding food prices from overall CPI, Walsh (2011) suggests that if components with
higher persistence were excluded from CPI and only remaining prices were monitored by the
central bank, its assessment of inflation trends would be biased (see: Altissimo, Ehrmann,
Smets, 2006). Analysis of the inflation components persistence is also the starting point for
constructing alternative measures of core inflation (cf. Cutler, 2001).
An interesting aspect of the analysis of the changes in inflation persistence is not only
its increase or decrease, but also the question whether this change results from a significant
reduction in the persistence of one subaggregate or from similar modifications in price-setting
processes taking place in all the sectors of the economy. The disaggregate analysis allows
therefore to confirm the result obtained at the overall inflation level and then to identify more
precisely sectoral sources of the changes. Table 1 compares the outcomes of various
international studies on persistence of inflation subcomponents. It shows that differences in
the persistence of various inflation subcomponents may be extensive, both within the crosssectional sample and over time, which may result from applying various research methods
and using different time subsamples. In most cases the average persistence of components
usually proves to be lower than the persistence of overall inflation. Although there exist a
large diversity of results concerning the level of sectoral persistence, components with a lower
than average persistence include usually energy, sometimes also food prices (in particular,
unprocessed food prices), whereas the highest persistence is usually recorded in the case of
non-food goods. Against this background, our study allows to empirically identify the
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characteristics of price-setting processes specific to Poland, also in dynamic terms (that is
changes in the persistence over time).
It seems that the scale of price regulation may also influence inflation persistence. This
issue is analysed by Lünnemann, Mathä (2005) in their study for individual EU15 countries
and HICP aggregates for EU15 and the euro area. They claim that due to institutional
procedures for price changes, regulation of prices in the economy may lead to price inertia.
Yet, various studies (see also Babecky, Horvath, Coricelli, 2009 and Table 1) fail to clearly
determine whether this inertia translates into higher persistence of inflation aggregate.
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Table 1 Persistence of inflation and its main component – review of literature.
Paper
Geographical Time of study
Method
of Structural
coverage
measuring
(number), test
persistence
Walsh (2011)
91 countries
Different
for SAR, LAR, HL
No
different countries

Bilke (2005)

France

1972-2004

SAR
(estimated
using
approximately
median
unbiased
estimator)

Lunnemann,
Matha (2004)

EU,
euro
area,
15 euro area
countries

1995-2003

SAR, MR

Lunnemann,
Matha (2005)

EU,
euro
area,
15 euro area
countries

January 1995
May 2004

-

SAR

change

Analysed
components

CPI

CPI, food prices, CPI net
of food prices
NSA, m/m

Yes (1 in overall CPI and 1
in 80% of disaggregate
series, 0 in certain energy
series, 2 or more in
services, change in the
mean rather than change in
the persistence level),
multiple structural change
test Altissimo and Corradi
(2003)
Yes (exogenous change:
introduction of the euro +
methodological
change:
accounting for the sales),
Waldo test on the constant
and
autoregressive
parameters

CPI, 141 indices of
prices of goods and
services listed under CPI,
and
aggregates:
processed
food,
unprocessed food, goods
(non-energy
goods),
energy, services
NSA,
indices
transformed into m/m
A
total
of
1400
individual HICP indices
at the lower aggregation
level
NSA, q/q

No

HICP, services, HICP net
of prices of services,
prices
of
regulated
services, HICP net of
prices
of
regulated
services,
SA, q/q
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Conclusions

The persistence of non-food part
of CPI is on average significantly
lower than the persistence of food
and CPI which are similar.
Overall CPI - higher persistence
than
individual
components
(aggregation effect);
Accounting for structural change,
the highest persistence - goods,
the
lowest
persistence
unprocessed food and energy;
Persistence significantly lower
when accounting for the structural
change,
Moderate persistence of the
analysed HICP components; the
highest persistence - food;
persistence of energy prices and
non-durables similar to food
(difference statistically insignificant); significantly lower services and durable goods
Services - higher persistence than
overall HICP, not observable in
the case of regulated prices alone;
exclusion of prices of services and
regulated prices in the case of
majority of countries lowers the
persistence of HICP aggregate
(though
differences
are
insignificant for regulated prices
alone)

Clark (2006)

United States

1959 Q1 - 2002
Q3
1984 Q1- 2002
Q3
with
an
analysis
of
structural changes

SAR

Yes (1, change in mean at
the aggregated level and in
the
majority
of
disaggregated
series),
Andrews' sup Wald test

Personal Consumption
Expenditures Price Index
(PCE), net of food and
energy prices (core) and
components
at
3
aggregation
levels,
including a division into
durables, non-durables
and services,
m/m and q/q

Babecky,
Horvath,
Coricelli (2009)

Czech
Republic

1994-2005

Stationarity tests of
the series (ADF,
PP, KPSS), also
accounting for the
structural
change
(LSS test); relative
measure of the
persistence: p-value
or t-stat of the
parameters

Yes (1)

412 price indices of
individual goods and
services
and
the
aggregates: overall price
index, tradable and nontradable goods, durable
goods, regulated goods,
goods, raw materials and
processed
goods,
services, non-regulated
services + 12 COICOP
categories
NSA, y/y

Lower persistence for series at the
lower
disaggregation
level
(aggregation
effect);
when
accounting for the structural
change (shifts in mean) - absence
of significant differences in the
persistence of durables, nondurables and services ; if the
change is taken into account, the
persistence of prices of nondurables and services and of the
aggregate decreases, the aggregation effect is no longer visible.
Decline in inflation after the
adoption of the direct inflation
targeting;
The lowest persistence - raw
materials, the highest persistence durable goods; regulated prices lower persistence than in the
majority of other analysed
categories, services - persistence
slightly above the average for the
analysed categories

SAR - sum of autoregressive parameters; LAR - the largest autoregressive root of AR polynomial; HL - half-life of the shock; MR mean reversion - parameter showing how often a series exceeds 0
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Persistence may be evaluated in several ways. The main approaches include statistical
methods (cf. Marques, 2004, Pivetta, Reis 2007, Fuhrer, 2009, Altissimo et al., 2006), which
involve constructing time series models and analysing their characteristics, and structural
methods based mainly on the analysis of the Philips curve parameters. The New-Keynesian
Phillips curve (with price-setting mechanism following Calvo scheme) allows to analyse the
persistence resulting from the inertia of the output gap (the so-called extrinsic persistence).
Additionally, the hybrid curve (Gali, Gertler, 1999) reveals the persistence stemming from the
price-setting process itself, regardless of the persistence in the output gap (the so-called
intrinsic persistence).

3. Data
The degree of inertia in the inflation series is strongly correlated to price-setting
mechanisms and their determinants which are specific for particular sectors of production.
Taking into account the diversity of the CPI basket, it can be assumed that the level of
inflation persistence of individual components of inflation may differ. In the empirical part,
we analyse the degree of inflation persistence with a breakdown into main inflation
components: CPI inflation net of food and energy prices (hereinafter - core inflation), food
and non-alcoholic beverages (also broken down into processed and unprocessed food),
energy, goods and services. Similar classifications of price indices, established for the sake of
comparison, may be found in many studies on inflation persistence at the aggregate level (see
Table 1).
In order to verify the impact of the regulatory factor on prices in Poland and determine
the relative scale of changes in the persistence of this price category, this study used
alternative CPI disaggregation into the administered prices index 3 and the index of the
remaining prices. Administered prices were further divided into the energy price index and
the services price index to determine whether regulation in individual sectors of the economy
differs in terms of shock persistence.

3

The administered prices index was established according to the definition of administered prices used by the
European Central Bank and the Eurostat. The non-administered prices index is identical to the index of inflation
net of administered prices, which is one of the measures of core inflation and is published at the website of the
National Bank of Poland. Detailed definition of administered prices and the description of the structure of
indicators are presented at the NBP website: http://nbp.pl/statystyka/bazowa/core.pdf
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All the above-mentioned price indices are formed by aggregation of the so-called price
indices of elementary groups of consumer goods and services calculated by the Central
Statistical Office (GUS). For analytical purposes they are treated as seasonally adjusted
(TRAMO/SEATS) m-o-m indices. Their comprehensive list can be found in the Annex 1.

4. Stationarity analysis of inflation series
The predominant view in inflation modelling treats it as a stationary series (see:
Lucas,1972, Sargent, 1971), but there exist examples in the literature where inflation is
considered a non-stationary series (cf. e.g. Banerjee and Russell, 2008, Majsterek, 2008). The
determination whether the series is stationary is essential for the analysis of persistence. If the
series contains a unit root, its persistence is infinite. Therefore, unit root tests (augmented
Dickey–Fuller test - ADF, Phillips–Perron test and Kwiatkowski–Phillips–Schmidt–Shin KPSS) were run in order to verify the stationarity of the above-mentioned components of
inflation.
The unit root tests were selected to enable a confirmatory analysis. In some cases, he
conflicting results of the unit root test (e.g. rejection of the null hypothesis in both ADF test
and KPSS test) may suggest that the series is fractionally integrated (Hassler, Wolters, 1995).
Furthermore, the KPSS test tends to reject the null when a time series exhibits a structural
change (see Lee et al. 1997).
Table 1 Results of the unit root tests.

Series:
CPI
Core inflation net of
energy and food prices
Energy
Food
Processed food
Unprocessed food
CPI net of
administered prices
Services

ADF (-2.8793):
-6.81 ***

PP (-2.8793):
-6.99 ***

KPSS level (0.463):
0.38

-4.35 ***

-7.47 ***

0.72 **

-9.47 ***
-9.21 ***
-6.24 ***
-11.96 ***

-10.72 ***
-9.21 ***
-6.24 ***
-11.94 ***

-6.75 ***

-6.81 ***

0.26
0.08
0.07
0.07
0.28

-4.15 ***

-5.06 ***

0.73 **

Goods

-2.89 ***

-6.97 ***

0.66 **

Administered prices

-4.14 ***

-9.11 ***

0.35

Administered energy

-13.07 ***

-13.08 ***

0.15

0.58 **
Administered services
-7.60 ***
-7.60 ***
Source: own calculations. Critical values of the tests are given in brackets. The stars denote rejected
null at the confidence level of: 1%(***) and 5%(**).
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The conclusions from stationarity analysis in some cases are not clear. The ADF and
PP tests show that all the series are stationary (the unit root hypothesis was rejected at the 5%
significance level). On the other hand, in the case of core inflation series, services, goods and
administered services, the KPSS test rejects the hypothesis of stationarity at the 5%
significance level. One of the potential explanations of such a result is that modelling of those
series may require using more complicated specifications: fractionally integrated or stationary
around a nonlinear trend approaches (see Kwiatkowski et al, 1992).
An important issue for stationarity and the subsequent analysis of inflation series
persistence is the presence of structural changes. Perron (1989) argues that not accounting for
the existing structural changes can significantly distort the results of unit root tests.
A structural change in inflation in Poland can occur for several reasons. Firstly, the
monetary policy strategy evolved considerably in the analysed period - the year 1999 saw the
introduction of direct inflation targeting strategy which was subject to additional changes in
the following years (“Mid-term Monetary Policy Strategy 1999-2003” and “Monetary Policy
Strategy beyond 2003”). Monetary policy is considered to be the key source of structural
changes in inflation series. In particular, the credibility of the introduced direct inflation
targeting entails anchoring of expectations (Walsh, 2009) and a structural change in inflation
series. Franta, Saxa and Smidkova (2010) point to additional sources of structural changes in
inflation in the Central and Eastern Europe countries. Apart from the aforementioned change
of the monetary policy regime, they include convergence within the European Union,
deregulation of prices and the short series effect.
In order to check the existence of a potential structural change, which can distort the
assessment of stationarity, the Zivot and Andrews (1992) unit root test was performed. The
null hypothesis of the test is the presence of a unit root and the alternative hypothesis is the
stationarity of the series with one structural change in the mean. Statistical significance of the
structural change indicated in the Zivot-Andrews test was additionally verified using the
Chow test.4 The results of both tests are presented in Table 2.

4

The test was performed with respect to absolute term in AR models which will be described in more detail
in the next chapter.
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Table 2 Results of Zivot-Andrews and Chow tests

Series:

ZA (critical value: 4.80):

Structural change
identified in the ZA
test:

Chow (pvalue)

2001m6
2001m6

<0.001
<0.001

2001m3
2001m6
2001m1
2001m7
2001m6

0.007
0.052
0.081
0.119
<0.001

2001m6
2001m6
2001m6
2008m2
2001m6

<0.001
<0.001
0.002
0.096
<0.001

-5.832 ***
CPI
Core inflation net of
-5.726 ***
energy and food prices
-7.399 ***
Energy
-9.723 ***
Food
-6.671 ***
Processed food
-12.291 ***
Unprocessed food
CPI net of
-8.240 ***
administered prices
-6.434 ***
Services
-4.742 *
Goods
-5.918 ***
Administered prices
-7.096 ***
Administered energy
-8.037 ***
Administered services
Source: own calculations. The stars denote rejected null
10%(*).

at the confidence level of: 1%(***) and

The results of the Zivot-Andrews test show that in almost every case the null
hypothesis of a unit root was rejected at the 1% significance level in favour of the alternative
hypothesis arguing that the given series is stationary with a structural change in the mean. The
only exception is the series of goods for which the test fails to reject the hypothesis of the
presence of a unit root at the 5% significance level (note that at 10% significance level the
hypothesis is rejected).
It is also important to note that the majority of the series exhibit a structural change in
the same period, i.e. in the first half of 2001. There are two possible sources of a shift in the
mean of inflation series in this period. The first is monetary policy design which was subject
to modifications in the years 1999-2003. The second reason is a strong fall in inflation due to
the economic slowdown of 2001-2002.
Taking into account the results of stationarity tests, the further evaluation of
persistence will be carried out using two competing methods. The first assumes that the series
are stationary but exhibit a structural change in the first half of 2001. The issue will be
examined by the analysis of the series using AR models. In this section, we used the series in
the form of deviations from the mean, taking into account a structural change in the series of
CPI, core inflation, energy, CPI net of administered prices, services, goods, index of
administered prices and administered services. The rest of the series – where the structural
change did not prove to be significant (see: Chow test in Table 4) – were simply demeaned.
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The second method of persistence measurement stems from the fractional integration
of the series, rather than existence of a structural break. Persistence would be approximated
here by a speed of return to the series mean after a shock, as other measures, used in the AR
context (LAR, SUM, HL) do not apply. A more detailed description of the issue and formal
testing of the rationale behind those two methods are presented further in the study.

5. Persistence estimates based on univariate autoregressive models
For the purposes of this study, time series models are a sufficient source of
information about the degree of persistence and its changes. Such methods are often used for
measuring persistence (cf. Marques, 2004, Pivetta, Reis 2007, Fuhrer, 2009, Altissimo et al.,
2009).
Based on the results of estimation of the univariate autoregressive models, persistence
of the series was assessed using several competing measures (cf. Pivetta and Reis, 2007):
1) the largest autoregressive root – LAR (Stock, 1991, De Jong and Whiteman,
1991);
2) sum of the coefficients - SUM (Nelson, Plosser, 1982)
3) half-life – HL.
The first measure of persistence is related to a characteristic polynomial of time lags in
the AR(p) model:
    




1   

(1)

where  is an inflation series under analysis, and  ≡ max | |.
In terms of shock propagation in the model, the largest autoregressive root is a
decisive factor for the impact of a given shock in the long-term (Pivetta, Reis, 2007). In the
extreme case, when the root equals 1, the process described by a given model is infinitely
persistent, while the root amounting to 0 means that shocks influencing the series subside
instantly. In in-between cases, the higher the root the longer it takes for a shock to die out.
A drawback of using LAR as a measure of persistence is that it ignores other roots of
the characteristic polynomial which may distort the results (Phillips, 1991, Andrews, 1993).
Another measure of persistence based on the estimated AR(p) models is the sum of the
model (1) parameters. On the one hand, this measure takes into account the full distribution of
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lags within the model. On the other hand, its drawback consists in assigning equal weight to
all coefficients.
The third measure of persistence, half-life (HL), almost directly uses the impulseresponse function in the form of a number of periods required for a unit shock to dissipate by
half in the model.5 The advantage of the HL measure is easy interpretation of the result and
comparability between different models. Its drawback, however, appears if the impulseresponse function fluctuates around zero (which may happen if any of the coefficients of the
AR model is negative). In this case HL significantly underestimates the persistence level.
For the purposes of the study we estimated the AR(p) models for each inflation
component over a 9-year rolling estimation window. The series were presented as deviations
from the mean, accounting for the correction related to the structural change in June 2001
when it was justified.
The lag length for each component was selected using information criteria for models
estimated on the entire sample (see Table 4). Apart from the selected model, the table presents
also two measures of model quality, namely, adjusted the R-squared and the Q-test statistics
for residual autocorrelation in the model. The results show that residuals from the models do
not exhibit autocorrelation at the 10% significance level.
Table 5 Autoregressive order in AR(p) models denoting individual components.
Index:
AR order
Adjusted R2
Overall CPI
AR(1)
0.1448
AR(2)
0.0723
Core inflation net of energy and

Portmanteau test (p-value)
20.4390 (0.996)
30.2216 (0.869)

food prices
Energy
Food
Processed food
Unprocessed food
CPI net of administered prices
Services
Goods
Administered prices
Administered energy
Administered services

AR(2)
AR(1)
AR(1)
AR(1)
AR(1)
AR(1)
AR(2)
AR(3)
AR(3)
AR(1)

0.0437
0.0898
0.3700
-0.0031
0.1932
0.1729
0.0793
0.1106
0.0294
0.0962

51.6866 (0.102)
38.4958 (0.538)
30.7712 (0.853)
28.1312 (0.921)
24.6701 (0.973)
41.3448 (0.412)
27.0851 (0.941)
40.1115 (0.465)
34.8710 (0.700)
46.0047 (0.238)

Source: own study.

5

This measure of persistence is often used in the studies on exchange rate deviation from PPP (Rogoff, 1996).
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Based on the AR models presented in Table 4, the LAR, SUM and HL measures were
estimated for each inflation series. Due to the fact that the AR(1) model was most often
identified by information criteria, the LAR and SUM measures were often identical.
Therefore, the figure illustrating the level and change of persistence (Figure 1) contains only
the sum of AR parameters and the HL. Both measures were presented against the sum of the
parameters in the model estimated without taking into account the structural change (marked
in a blue dashed line in the figures).
Figure 1 Sum of the AR(p) model parameters and HL

The results lead to the following conclusions. The highest persistence is observed in
the series of administered prices, goods, services, core inflation and processed food. The
lowest persistence is found in the series of energy and food and their subaggregates,
respectively, administered energy and unprocessed food.
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The half-life (HL) for the majority of series is only one month. The exceptions include
the series of administered services (where half of the value of the shock dies out after more
than 10 periods, especially in models estimated on the most recent subsamples) and of
processed food where the HL is 2 months on average.
Estimation of persistence for the series of administered prices, in particular
administered services, is a difficult task due to abrupt and short-term changes in the series,
resulting from discretionary decisions. Therefore, more caution is needed while interpreting
those results.
It is also important to note the significance of a structural change for the estimation
results. Persistence estimated on raw series is much higher and decreases systematically over
time. The decline ceases to be significant, if we take the structural change into account in the
rolling estimation. The hypothesis of persistence decline cannot be confirmed for most of the
series. Downward trend is seen in the persistence measures for the series of goods and
processed food only.

6. Persistence in the fractional integration framework
If the analysis of persistence accounts for potential structural changes in inflation
series, its results differ considerably. However, Mayoral (2006) 6 and Dolado, Gonzalo,
Mayoral (2006) claim that certain features of stationary time series with structural changes,
including i.a. similar autocorrelation structure of the series, can also occur in fractionally
integrated series, and therefore they may easily be confused: it is unknown whether nonstationarity or long memory are due to high persistence of the process or instability of some
parameters.
The fact that inflation series may respond to shocks neither permanently – I(1), nor as
the I(0) character of a series would imply, has been well-documented in the literature. Baillie
(1996) cites examples of such fractional integration models to inflation modelling in several
early publications. Meller, Nautz (2009) used ARFIMA models to analyse the change in
inflation persistence in the euro area countries after the introduction of the common currency.
Gadea, Mayoral (2006) estimated ARFIMA models and then used them to analyse inflation

6

They also provide numerous other examples of publications documenting the issue.
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persistence in 21 OECD countries. Franta, Saxa, Šmidkova (2010) presented an analysis of
persistence for new EU Member States, also using this type of models.
The time series analysis traditionally focuses on two alternatives: the presence of a
unit root responsible for infinite memory of a series with respect to a shock and the absence of
a unit root - stationarity with integration of order 0 – the so-called short memory causing the
shocks die out in a short, finite horizon. This approach does not take into account the
possibility of in-between cases where the parameter d denoting integration order is not an
integer. Such an option allows to characterise a broader and more general class of processes,
fractional integration processes of order d. The framework supplies a tool to model the
observed different patterns of response to shocks, such as the long memory. The fractional
integration process  , integrated at order d ( ~), may be described by the following
formula (see Kwiatkowski, 1999b; Baillie, 1996):
∆! 
∆

!
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1  

!
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& .
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1   
 1  2  * /3!  ⋯
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and: L – lag operator, d – integration order. If " is white noise, then  process is called

fractional white noise. If " is a stationary and reversible ARMA (p,q) process, then  is
called an ARFIMA(p,d,q) process. The ARFIMA model, presented by Granger, Joyeux
(1980) and Hosking (1981), is the most popular parametric model taking into account the
potential presence of fractional integration in the data.
Parameter d is also called the “memory” parameter, since it determines the mediumand long-term impact of shocks on the process. In terms of d value, fractionally integrated
processes are divided as follows:
•
•
•

 0 – stationary process with short memory;
 ∈ 0,5 , 0 – stationary process with intermediate memory;
 ∈ 0, 0,5 – stationary process with long memory, autocorrelation and partial

•

correlation functions have positive values, decreasing hyperbolically to zero. In
the context of persistence, it can mean that the process is significantly more
persistent than suggested by short-term autocorrelation structure, although
there is no unit root.
 ∈ 4 0,5 , 1 – shocks are transitory but it takes them so long to die out that the
variance of the process is infinite and thus the process is non-stationary. When
 5 0,5, non-stationary process can be transformed into a stationary one, where
 ∈ 0,5, 0,5 by means of appropriate differentiation.
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•



1 – the process is non-stationary (has infinite variance), integrated at order

1, shocks influence the process level in an infinite horizon.
Gadea, Mayoral (2006) cite possible reasons for fractional integration of the economic
time series, in particular, the consumer price indices. The first one is the fractional integration
of processes describing the behaviour of the prices of some raw materials (see also Baillie
(1996)), which is then transferred to prices of processed products. Another explanation is
provided by the properties of aggregation of a large number of individual, independent and
stable AR(1) processes. Under the assumption of sufficient individual persistence and
heterogeneity, it can be shown that the result of aggregation is a process with long memory.
Since the fractional value of the parameter d provides more flexibility in describing
the inflation process and it may be justified both theoretically and empirically,7 this study also
includes the results of fractional integration analysis of inflation series and its subcomponents.
The fractional integration parameter was estimated for each series using two methods: the
Geweke-Porter-Hudak (1983, GPH) method and with the use of local Whittle estimator. Then,
fractional integration was tested against the I(0) processes with a structural change. To this
end, the appropriate version of the fractional Dickey-Fuller test suggested by Dolado,
Gonzalo, Mayoral (2006) (hereinafter referred to as the SB-FDF test) was used. The null
hypothesis of the test is that the process is integrated at order d, ( ~, 0 4  6 1),

against the alternative of  ~0. It is based on t-student statistics for φ parameter in the
equation:
∆! 

∆! 7 8  97 8  1 : 9 : ; ,

where: 7 8 – a deterministic component where a structural change takes place at time

8

<7 (in the analysed case the deterministic component includes a constant which may

change at time <7 : 1, although the test also allows to analyse other forms of structural

change), ; ~=0, > ' . In this study, we used the test version allowing for endogenous
selection of the time when the mean changes, which is constructed in a similar way to the
Zivot-Andrews test. The potential structural change takes place at time <7

λ<, where λ

may lie within the range of 0.15, 0.85. It is supposed that the change takes place at the
observation <7 λ for which the rejection of H0 is the most probable, i.e. the observation for

7

The first premise is the contradiction of results of ADF/PP and KPSS tests, see Chapter 4.
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which the test statistics 8BC
D adopt the lowest value. Critical values of the test were taken
from Dolado, Gonzalo, Mayoral (2006).
In the case of the series, where the earlier analysis showed no structural changes,
fractional integration of the series was additionally tested against 0 order integration. To this
end, we used the appropriate version of the FDF test assuming no structural changes
(constructed similarly to the test described above except that it does not use an algorithm of
searching the set of observations to find a structural change) and the modified EFDF test
(Efficient FDF test by Dolado , Gonzalo, Mayoral (2009)). In the latter test, hypotheses were
defined inversely, i.e. E. :  ~0, whereas E :  ~, 0 4  6 1, while t-statistics refers
to ψ parameter in the modified equation:


GH  : ;

where:
H 

∆I
!

 .

Critical values were used as suggested by Dolado, Gonzalo, Mayoral (2009). All tests
were carried out on the series of deviations of the observed monthly price dynamics from their
mean. Since the estimates of parameter d made with the use of the GPH and Whittle methods
often revealed significant inconsistencies, the tests were performed for the assumed,
theoretical values of parameter d. The values of d estimated using both methods are presented
below for the sake of comparison. The results are presented in Table 5 (SB-FDF test), in
Table 6 (FDF test without structural changes) and in Table 7 (EFDF).
Table 7 Results (values of the t-statistics) of the SB-FDF test with the endogenously selected date of the
structural change for subsequent price indices, under the assumption of different values of parameter d and
values of d being estimated with the use of the GPH (d_gph) and Whittle (d_whit) methods.
d

CPI

Core

Food

Food_p

Food_u

Non_adm

Serv

Goods

Admin

En_adm

Ser_adm

Energy

Crit 5%

Crit
10%

0.1

3.18

0.83

2.24

6.94

-0.70

4.14

3.17

1.72

-0.03

-2.21

2.42

-0.07

-2.43

-2.06

0.2

1.55

-0.77

0.76

4.87

-1.94

2.48

1.50

0.18

-1.55

-3.45

0.88

-1.29

-2.63

-2.27

0.3

0.01

-2.32

-0.67

3.00

-3.18

0.92

-0.08

-1.28

-2.99

-4.69

-0.58

-2.51

-2.78

-2.44

0.4

-1.43

-3.79

-2.04

1.30

-4.42

-0.55

-1.56

-2.70

-4.36

-5.94

-1.98

-3.73

-2.99

-2.67

0.6

-4.10

-6.59

-4.68

-1.71

-6.94

-3.28

-4.31

-5.33

-6.89

-8.47

-4.63

-6.21

-3.53

-3.24

0.7

-5.34

-7.90

-5.95

-3.07

-8.23

-4.56

-5.59

-6.56

-8.07

-9.77

-5.92

-7.49

-3.85

-3.52

0.8

-6.53

-9.15

-7.18

-4.34

-9.53

-5.79

-6.80

-7.73

-9.20

-11.08

-7.19

-8.80

-4.07

-3.76

0.9

-7.66

-10.33

-8.38

-5.51

-10.85

-6.96

-7.95

-8.85

-10.28

-12.40

-8.43

-10.14

-4.27

-3.98

Structural
change
da te

VI 01

VI 01

I 01

I 01

VI 01

I 01

VI 01

IV-VI 01

VI 01

VIII 01

VII 01

I 01

d_gph

0.78

0.97

0.17

0.25

0.02

0.55

1.00

0.95

1.02

0.44

0.69

0.39

d_whi t

0.46

0.62

0.17

0.36

-0.03

0.43

0.59

0.61

0.50

0.21

0.35

0.16

The date of structural change selected from the range January 2001-June 2010. The t-statistics in bold
indicates the value of d closest to the value estimated with the use of the Whittle method. Below - the
selected date of structural change, which is identical for all the assumed values of d in each series,
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except for the prices of goods. The figures in yellow are are t-statistics which indicate the rejection of
the H0 at the 5% significance level (in pink - at the 10% significance level) for respective values of d
and for a given series. The tests were performed on the series containing 163 observations. Critical
values - Dolado, Gonzalo, Mayoral (2006) for 100 observations.
Table 9 Result (values of the t-statistics) of the FDF test without structural changes for the series where no
significant structural change was found
d

0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
d_gph
d_whit

Food

2.53
1.00
-0.46
-1.87
0.17
0.17

Food_p

7.45
5.28
3.33
1.57
0.25
0.36

Food_u

En_adm

-0.55
-1.81
-3.06
-4.31
0.02
-0.03

-1.68
-2.98
-4.26
-5.53
0.44
0.21

Crit 5%

-1.89
-1.95
-2.00
-2.13

Crit 10%

-1.55
-1.57
-1.64
-1.68

The figures in yellow are t-statistics which indicate the rejection of the H0 at the 5% significance level (in pink at the 10% significance level) for respective values of d and for a given series . The tests were performed on the
series containing 163 observations. Critical values - Dolado, Gonzalo, Mayoral (2006) for 100 observations.

Table 11 Results of the EFDF test for the series where no significant structural change was found
d

0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
d_gph
d_whit

Food

3.35
3.51
3.63
3.72
0.17
0.17

Food_p

7.51
8.01
8.44
8.80
0.25
0.36

Food_u

En_adm

0.00
0.10
0.19
0.27
0.02
-0.03

0.29
0.21
0.13
0.05
0.44
0.21

Crit 5%

1.64
1.64
1.64
1.64

Crit 10%

1.28
1.28
1.28
1.28

The figures in yellow are t-statistics which indicate the rejection of the H0 for respective values of d at the 5%
significance level. The tests were performed on the series containing 163 observations. Critical (asymptotic)
values according to Dolado, Gonzalo, Mayoral (2009).

The above test results lead to the following conclusions. The value of the parameter d
is decisive for the results of the SB-FDF test. Should the real value of the parameter d exceed
0.8, then in all the analysed series the SB-FDF test would be biased towards the hypothesis of
I(0) stationarity. The values of d estimated for the entire sample are, for the majority of series,
lower than this value, in particular, in the case of d estimates obtained using the local Whittle
estimator which never exceed 0.7. The values of d obtained using the GPH method are in
almost all cases higher than the values obtained using the Whittle method (for the series of
core inflation, goods, services and administered prices they are very close to 1). Therefore, in
the case of the GPH estimator, the test tends to reject the hypothesis of fractional integration
in favour of the hypothesis of stationarity with a structural change more frequently than in the
case of the Whittle estimator.
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If we assume that d estimates obtained using the Whittle estimators are true, then the
series of CPI, food (both processed and unprocessed, as well as food in total), energy, CPI net
of administered prices and administered services would prove to be integrated at the estimated
d order. For core inflation, goods, services, administered prices and administered energy, the
test tends towards stationarity with a structural change. In the case of estimates using the GPH
method, only the food price indices would point to the possibility of fractional integration. In
other cases, the null hypothesis is rejected.
It is also worth noting that the series of food prices (in particular, unprocessed food
and total food) are series with a relatively low d. At the same time, the results of the Monte
Carlo simulation carried out by Dolado, Gonzalo, Mayoral (2006) suggest that the SB-FDF
test may have low power for low values of this parameter. Therefore, the results may be
inaccurate and must be treated with caution.
In most cases, the time of a potential structural change indicated by the SB-FDF (June
2001) test matches the results of the Zivot-Andrews test. In several cases, it points to the
observations that are very close in time to this date (distance of 1-2 months). We may
therefore assume that the period between April and August 2001 was the time when structural
changes in the price dynamics in Poland occurred. For price indices of total food, processed
food, CPI net of administered prices and energy prices, the test points to the first acceptable
and tested observation (January 2001). It should be remembered that the combination of the
Zivot-Andrews test and the Chow test revealed no structural change in the indices of food
prices and administered energy prices.
The results of the SB-FDF test confirm the results of the Zivot-Andrews test
(integration of order 0 with a structural change) for all the series at the 10% significance level
(CPI net of administered prices – at the borderline), if we assume d estimated with the use of
the GPH method and in the case of the series of core inflation, goods, services and
administered prices with d compliant with the results of the estimation made with the use of
the Whittle method. Furthermore, according to the SB-FDF test, administered energy is I(0)
with a structural change.
In the case of some series, the earlier analysis pointed to the absence of a structural
change. Therefore, in their case, two additional tests were used to verify the hypotheses of
potential fractional integration, namely the appropriate version of the FDF test (no change in
average within the sub-samples) and the EFDF test, which are complementary to the
19

formulated hypotheses. Taking into account the values of the parameter d estimated with the
use of both methods, both tests suggest that the prices of food and unprocessed food should be
modelled as FI processes (despite the relatively low estimates of the d parameter), whereas the
prices of administered energy tend to meet the conditions of the I(0) process. Both tests
provide contradictory results for unprocessed food prices.
The analysis of persistence in fractionally integrated processes differs from the
approach used in stationary processes integrated of order 0. Gadea, Mayoral (2006) show that
simple scalar measures of persistence, such as the sum of AR parameters, often applied under
the assumption that inflation is I(0), are inadequate for the situation where inflation is
modelled using the ARFIMA model. This is because they have the same value (equal to 1 for
the AR sum) for all the models assuming that  5 0, although the FI(d) processes may differ
considerably. Nevertheless, the value of the memory parameter d provides plenty of
information about the persistence of shocks in medium and long-term. Figure 2 presents the
changes of d values calculated for all the analysed inflation series in moving windows as
defined in Chapter 5.
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Figure 2 Memory parameter d estimated using the Whittle and the GPH method on 9-year moving samples.

The figure shows that the parameter d obtained using the local Whittle estimator is
much more stable (lower variance) than the parameter estimated with the use of the GPH
method. The values of d estimated using the Whittle method seem more intuitive, e.g. it is
hard to imagine that administered services have recently been integrated of order exceeding 2.
In the case of the Whittle estimator, the developments of the parameter d are in most cases
21

unclear. A slight decline is recorded for CPI and CPI net of administered prices, as well as for
the series of goods and energy prices. In the case of the GPH estimator, the largest declines in
d value are observed for CPI, CPI net of administered prices and total food. An increase is
recorded for prices of administered services. It seems that this sub-aggregate, unlike
administered energy prices, is characterised by growing, and recently relatively high, longterm persistence as compared to other groups of prices.

7. Comparison of methods and results
The final element of the analysis is the comparison of the alternative AR and
ARFIMA models in terms of shock propagation. The models included in the second group
took the form of ARFIMA(0,d,0)8 allowing for a clear demonstration of the influence of the d
parameter on medium and long-term dynamics of the process.
The first area of comparison are impulse-response functions (IRF) generated from the
AR and ARFIMA models estimated on a sample from August 2003 to July 2012. 9 The
function is an alternative and convenient method of presenting the persistence of processes,
enabling comparisons between various classes of models. It presents more clearly the impact
of the value of d on the shock duration.
In the case of all the series, the impulse in the ARFIMA models expires much more
slowly than in the AR models, which is in line with intuition (cf. Figure 3, which shows IRF
from models estimated on the last subsample of August 2003 – July 2012).10 However, the
short-term response to a shock is sometimes stronger in the AR models. The reason is the lack
of short-term dynamics in the ARFIMA model. Shock dissipation at a rate lower than
exponential is characteristic for models assuming fractional integration of the series.

8

The estimation of the full ARFIMA process, including the short-term structure (AR and MA parameters)
allows to assess aggregate dynamics of the series and thus it is useful in the analysis of persistence. Therefore, an
attempt was made to estimate the whole ARFIMA(p,d,q) models in parallel to estimations of the parameter d
made with the use of the GPH and the Whittle methods. However, due to high instability of the parameters
obtained using the maximum likelihood method in subsequent estimation windows, the results were not taken
into account further in the study.
9
It is the last window of the rolling sample.
10
The impulse-response function for the ARFIMA models was generated using the fracirf procedure in the
Stata package.
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Figure 1 Impulse-response function for the AR and ARFIMA(0,d,0) models

The impulse-response function as such is not a convenient tool for estimating
persistence, since it is an infinite vector. Several scalars were used to enable comparison of
persistence of various series and monitoring of their changes over time.
Individual series are compared based on the values of impulse-response functions in
two characteristic moments, namely, after 3 and after 12 months, and in the period after which
half of the initial shock value expires (HL). All three measures were computed for the first
and the last rolling sample to identify potential changes in the shock persistence (cf. Table
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13). Changes within the sample were not presented in order to enhance legibility of the
results.11
Table 13 Change in the impulse-response function characteristics over time.
IRF(3)
IRF(12)
Estimation
Index:
window:
AR(p)
ARFIMA(d)
AR(p)
ARFIMA(d)
CPI
Core inflation
Energy
Food
Processed
food
Unprocessed
food
CPI net of
administered
prices
Services
Goods
Administered
prices
Administered
energy
Administered
services

Half-life (in months):
AR(p)

ARFIMA(d)

1999.1-2007.12
2003.8-2012.7
1999.1-2007.12
2003.8-2012.7
1999.1-2007.12
2003.8-2012.7
1999.1-2007.12
2003.8-2012.7
1999.1-2007.12
2003.8-2012.7
1999.1-2007.12
2003.8-2012.7
1999.1-2007.12

0.099
0.042
0.092
0.062
-0.081
-0.031
0.045
0.005
0.294
0.126
0.000
0.000
0.134

0.304
0.104
0.338
0.160
0.067
0.027
0.112
0.032
0.297
0.211
0.000
0.047
0.299

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.007
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.147
0.035
0.211
0.061
0.021
0.006
0.039
0.009
0.143
0.089
0.000
0.009
0.144

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
2

2
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
2

2003.8-2012.7

0.059

0.110

0.000

0.038

1

1

1999.1-2007.12
2003.8-2012.7
1999.1-2007.12
2003.8-2012.7
1999.1-2007.12
2003.8-2012.7
1999.1-2007.12
2003.8-2012.7
1999.1-2007.12
2003.8-2012.7

0.090
0.055
0.128
0.032
0.082
0.436
0.088
0.313
0.031
0.929

0.457
0.296
0.386
0.056
0.395
0.215
0.078
0.067
0.162
1.558

0.000
0.000
0.001
0.000
0.000
0.040
0.000
0.010
0.000
0.744

0.270
0.142
0.210
0.017
0.216
0.091
0.025
0.021
0.062
2.376

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
29

3
2
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
56

The comparison leads to the following conclusions. Firstly, in almost every case the
value of the impulse-response function in the ARFIMA model is higher than in the AR model.
What is more, most of the IRF values decrease while moving forward with the rolling sample.
The only exception from this rule are the indices of administered prices.

8. Summary
The article attempts to assess the degree of persistence occurring in inflation as
measured with the use of the consumer price index and its components. The commonly

11

For more information, please refer to earlier sections presenting a separate analysis of AR and ARFIMA
models.
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applied persistence estimation methods were used to this end. They included methods based
on the AR models (cf. Marques, 2004, Pivetta, Reis, 2007) and, alternatively, the estimation
of long memory occurring in the analysed series (cf. Baillie, 1996, Kwiatkowski 1999a and
1999b). All models were estimated using monthly data from the years 1999-2012, in the 9year moving window estimation. The purpose of the experiment was, firstly, to find potential
changes in the degree of persistence over time and, therefore, to verify the hypothesis
claiming that persistence decline is due to the introduction of the direct inflation targeting in
the policy of the central bank in Poland and secondly, to identify the differences between
particular CPI sub-aggregates.
The analysis of the AR models leads to the following conclusions.
First, there are significant differences between individual components of inflation in
terms of persistence as measured with the sum of AR parameters. Persistence is the highest in
the series of processed food, core inflation and administered services. The method applied in
the article is purely statistical and does not reveal the economic determinants of the
differences. The identification of the said reasons would require the application of structural
models (e.g. hybrid Philips curve, Gali, Gertler, 1999).12
Second, in most analysed series there is a structural change in the mean of the series,
which, taking into account macroeconomic determinants, coincides with the introduction of
the inflation targeting the strategy by the National Bank of Poland and the end of the
disinflation period. When the change is accounted for in the models, the decline in persistence
observed before its inclusion ceases to be relevant.
The analysis of inflation series in terms of long memory leads to the following
conclusions.
First, the estimation of the memory parameter using the GPH and Whittle methods
suggests that high persistence is characteristic for the series of core inflation and its
components i.e. goods and services. Persistence of total administrative prices is also high,
while inflation of unprocessed food proves to be the least persistent. Persistence is relatively
low also for the overall index of food prices, and, in the case of estimation by the Whittle
method, also for energy prices. Therefore, the results partly confirm those obtained with the
use of autoregressive models.
12

The results presented in the article do not allow to distinguish between intrinsic and inherited persistence.
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Second, all the series, except for the prices of administered services, exhibit a decline
in persistence over time, though its scale differs both for individual series and in terms of the
adopted d estimator. The most significant changes in the degree of persistence are recorded
for the overall inflation index and CPI net of administered prices. Prices of goods also are
characterised by a marked downward trend of the parameter d.
The model which describes best a given series was selected using an appropriate
version of the FDF test (with or without structural changes) (Dolado, Gonzalo, Mayoral,
2006). Its results reveal that long memory is characteristic for the series of CPI, food, energy,
CPI net of administered prices and administered services. Other series are better characterised
by the AR models with a structural change.
The differences in the degree of persistence of particular inflation components,
described in the article, provide useful information from the point of view of monetary policy
about the response to shocks in the economy and their subsequent propagation. Especially of
notice is the decrease in inflation persistence which can be associated with a structural change
in mid-2011, which coincides with monetary policy experiencing a major transformation.
However, the non-structural methods used in this analysis cannot determine precisely the
causes of the visible changes in persistence and its heterogeneity across sectors.

Annex 1 - Data
Weight in the CPI
basket in 2012 [%]

Inflation component

100

Consumer Price Index
Core inflation excluding food and energy prices

58.2

Energy

17.6

Food and non-alcoholic beverages

24.2

Processed food

13.5

Unprocessed food

10.7
86.0

CPI net of administered prices
Services

28.6

Goods

29.6
14.0

Administered prices
Administered energy

9.4

Administered services

4.6
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